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Many jobs cannot be reduced 
to equations 

Physical jobs involving dexterity, etc.

Thinking jobs: people are good at some kinds of thinking 
that computers are poor at

Complex sensory tasks like Recognizing faces, Images, 
“Cocktail party talk.”

Expertise-based tasks like problem solving, diagnosis, 
consulting.

These tasks not understood well enough to use physics



Tacit knowledge versus 
explicit knowledge (Polanyi)

Polanyi’s example was bike riding. 

It cannot be explained; it must be learned by doing.

Practice and personal skill both needed. 

Know-what versus know-how

Will these ever be reducible to physics? Controversy

Sometimes yes: Flying, Hitting & fielding baseball

Unknown: basketball,  driving a car (“making left turns”)

Probably not: solving organizational & political problems



Characteristics of  toughest 
situations

Nature of the problem is ambiguous

Evidence: too much, not clear what is relevant

Underlying system very complex: multiple linked feedback 
systems, with poor visibility inside them

Human body: homeostasis when healthy

Human interactions, emotions

Sometimes, even success is poorly defined, hard to be sure.



Medicine has lots of  these
Interpreting radiology images: Cancerous? Malignant? 
Broken? Sprained? Abnormal fetus? 

Surgical procedures: cutting people up, carefully

Take years of training. 

Usually apprenticeship-based. Experts can show what 
to do; they cannot explain. 

Skills decay if not used frequently. (“Ask your surgeon: 
how many of these have you done in last year?”)



Tacit knowledge can 
sometimes be bypassed

Lab tests using monoclonal antibodies displace 
symptom-based diagnosis

“Take a pill” replaces psychotherapy (sometimes)

Non-invasive surgery replaces slicing people open (still 
takes training)

Caesarean section replaces forceps deliveries



Forceps delivery
Human head is too large at birth due to big brain

Multiple biological adaptations e.g. short gestation

Difficult delivery: head cannot pass through canal;  mis-aligned baby

Very high mortality rate among mothers (and babies)

Forceps one key to reducing delivery failures

 

https://
www.medicalvideos.com/

video/5367/forceps-delivery-
birth-animation-video

http://brooksidepress.org/ob_newborn_care_2/w-content/uploads/2015/05/Figure_5_3_Types_of_forceps_500.jpg


Forceps mostly superseded
Caesarean section: cut 
through abdomen

Much easier to teach than 
forceps (only a few kinds)

Explicit, routine, surgical 
procedure

But generally worse for the 
mother than forceps



Medical diagnosis

What makes difficult diagnoses so hard?

Same illness, many symptoms

Same symptoms, many illnesses

Multiple problems at once

Skill (or craft, or art) learned through experience.



How do experts do it?
Lisa Sanders, “Every patient tells a story”. Emphasizes medical 
history; holistic; …

Jerome Groopman: 4 phases of diagnosis

1. Medical history —> potential cause list

2. Differential diagnosis

3. Refinements, often with tests to rule in/rule out

4. Definitive lab test.



Why so hard to learn?

“Like an anxious imposter at a wine tasting” 

Pattern recognition, not logical analysis of symptoms



Will machine learning 
revolutionize diagnosis?

Old AI approach to diagnosis = Expert Systems in 1980s

Decision-tree systems. “If white blood count > 3000, 
measure blood pH and …”

Rules were based on interviewing experts

Good at diagnosis in very restricted domains e.g. 
infectious diseases

Not popular, not widely used.



Machine learning 
emphasizes multiple cases

Does not attempt to derive causal insights. Only 
correlation.

“These symptoms often go with diagnosis Z”

“Train” with historical data. Melanoma database 130K 
images, 2000 diagnosed. 

Sensitivity: find true cases, avoid false negatives

Specificity: avoid false positives



Classical machine learning vs. 
multilayer neural networks

“features” must be pre-defined

M N-Ns derive features internally, but invisibly





Image recognition

Vocabulary “hazy”


